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located he then again studies and tests his project so that it will be exactly according to the creator s plan for that partic
He must be certain of all the conditions on that planet and how well his project will adapt and be able to
progress in that particular situation the next step the son stage shows our technician in full command he is
now able through his experiences to innovate new forms and functions and have them being manifested in
the crystal by other newly released spirits he becomes quite talented and masters all the aspects of the
crystal to which he has been assigned when this is accomplished he can go on to other crystals in the central
universe or he may decide to go into the creation and learn the lord aspect of the creation
Let s turn our attention to the lord type of spirit after they are released from the creator and given individual
names they too go through the planes one through twelve at the central universe as we mentiqned before
the newly released spirit finds himself on the first plane and is instructed to start making mineral atoms again
these instructions are slanted to the spirit s name the technicians assigned to this work are able to determine
what is needed for each individual spirit as they experience through these twelve planes at the central
universe
Once they have completed the twelve planes they are grouped together according to abilities and
compatibility and are sent to a particular universe where their talents are needed the universe lord assigns
various groups to planets within his universe
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After the command has been given to you whether lord or technician the first step is the same the newly released spirits go through the planes in the central universe
these planes one through twelve were established especially for newly released spirits each spirit lord or technician goes to the first plane there he learns how the first
plane operates and what is expected of a spirit on the first plane that is making mineral atoms the technicians assigned to this plane assist the newly released spirit to
learn how to make these mineral atoms and modify his learning to the particular name he was given by the creator each of our names predetermines our abilities in
certain aspects of experience and so as the newly released spirit progresses through the twelve planes at the central universe he is being made ready to experience
either as a technician or as a lord spirit
As was mentioned before the technicians usually remain at the central universe while the lord type spirits are sent out into the creation once through the twelve planes
the technician type spirits are assigned to a particular crystal there he starts making basic atoms just as the lord type spirit does on his planet of assignment the atoms
being made by our newly released technicians are utilized by the technicians in that particular crystal they make and assemble their projects with these atoms once
the new technician spirit has mastered the making of atoms he goes on to the fairy type of activity within this crystal he is now in charge of maintaining a form or a
part of an object being put together by the technicians in the crystal next he goes on to the deva activity which means that he is now in charge of maintaining and
energizing a whole project which could be most anything from a stone formation to a prototype of an animal body or a human body of course these are just general
examples and if you are in fact a technician spirit you can integrate and see every detail of your activity within a crystal at the central universe the next step is quite
interesting normally as a lord spirit the next step would be the man stage but here at the central universe instead of incarnating or projecting a body for the man stage
the spirits indwell the form being made in their crystals and make them function and see how they could be improved from that point of view the angel aspect is also
quite different and most interesting at this point the new technician assembles the parts together such as the stone formations or the parts of an animal or even a
human body he checks out all the parts and their functions and then puts it through various exercises and tests and modifies it until he is satisfied that it is in good
condition to be sent out into the creation the manu stage is next at this point the new technician studies the creator s plan and sees where his new project is to be
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